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Q1. Choose the best answer of A, B , C or D to complete each of the following sentences. 

1. It’s advisable to take ________  when you have flu after buying it from the drugstore.  

A. antibiotics  

B. complementary 

C. arthrities 

D. alien 

2. Renewable energy sources are all __________. 

A. biological wastes 

B. environmentally-friendly  

C. economic growth  

D. urban-planning 

3. In order to avoid traffic in crowded cities, you can use ________. 

A. solar energy  

B. economic growth  

C. driverless cars  

D. public transport   

4. When somebody knows what’s happening, we say he _____________what’s happening. 

A. monitors 

B. finds out  

C. sends  

D. researches 

5. Solar panels generate __________ from the sun. 

A. zero-waste 

B. solar power  

C. carbon footprint  

D. wind mills 
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6. I need to make a few _________ before I decide how much to spend. 

A. programs  

B. calculations  

C. generations  

D. inventions  

7. If we replace as much carbon as we burn, we are carbon- _________. 

A. waste  

B. friendly  

C. footprint  

D. neutral  

8. Ibn Bassal has a very wide ____________ in farming. 

A. botany  

B. legacy  

C. fertility  

D. imports  

9. All the information that are shared by computers over the internet are called 

________________.  

A. privacy settings  

B. security settings  

C. World Wide Web 

D. arithmetic 

10. Some English Words , fizzy, buzz and hum are examples of ______________. 

A. metaphor  

B. simile  

C. personification  

D. onomatopoeia 
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11. Students need to write schedules for their studies.  

The underlined phrase can be replaced by ____________.  

A. make a start  

B. make progress  

C. draw up timetables  

D. feel blue  

12. The synonym of “prosthetic” is ________.  

A. fund  

B. sponsor 

C. natural  

D. artificial  

13. Is one side of the brain more ________ than the other side? 

A. dominate  

B. domination  

C. dominant  

D. dominated  

14. Have you had any _______ of learning the language ? 

A. expert  

B. experience  

C. experienced 

D. experimental 

15. You should _______ on the experience you once had.  

A. dependent  

B. dependence  

C. depend  

D. depending  
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16. __________ makes perfect.  

A. repeat  

B. repetition  

C. repeated 

D. repeatedly 

17. Adeeb invented a fireproof helmet.  

The underlined suffix means ____________.  

A. evidence  

B. against, provide protection  

C. friend  

D. made of fire 

18. When you send money to charity, you ________ to a lot of lives.  

A. shake hands  

B. earn respect  

C. make a difference  

D. do a subject 

19. If you have a toothache, you should go to a _____________. 

A. physician  

B. dentist  

C. chemist  

 D. sociologist  

20. I was shocked when I heard the news. It came _________________. 

A. see red  

B. red handed  

C. feel blue  

D. out of the blue 
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21. “see red” means ___________. 

A. feel blue  

B. feel sad  

C. get angry 

D. give permission  

Q2. Choose the best answer of A, B , C or D to complete each of the following sentences. 

22. The rock _______ orbits the sun is called asteroid. 

A. where  

B. who  

C. which  

D. when  

23. In two years time, Sarah will _______ language courses. 

A. takes  

B. took  

C. taken  

D. be taking  

24. Where did they _____________ to school? 

A. used to going  

B. used to go  

C. use to go 

D. use to going  

25. By the time I’m fifty, the life average expectancy will __________ 100. 

A. be  

B. has been  

C. had been  

D. have been  
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26. Driverless cars would make travelling simple. _______, they could be dangerous. 

A. Although  

B. But  

C. However  

D. As a result  

27. The festival ____________ by the committee now.  

A. are being planned  

B. were being planned  

C. was being planned  

D. is being planned  

28. These shoes hurt my feet. I wish I _____________ them. 

A. bought  

B. buy  

C. hasn’t bought  

D. hadn’t bought  

29. Water turns to ice if the temperature _______ below zero. 

A. fall  

B. falls  

C. falling  

D. will fall 

30. I wish I had done much for my exam.  

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: ___________________________ 

A. I don’t do much for my exam  

B. I didn’t do much for my exam  

C. I shouldn’t have done much for my exam. 

D. I shouldn’t do much for my exam 
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31. I think you should go to London one day. 

If I ______________________________. 

A. am you, I’ll go to London one day  

B. was you, I’ll go to London one day  

C. were you, I’ll go to London one day  

D. were you, I would go to London one day  

32. Perhaps Issa’s phone is broken.  

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: ___________ 

A. Issa’s phone must be broken 

B. Issa’s phone can’t be broken  

C. Issa’s phone might be broken 

D. Issa’s phone has to be broken  

33. It’s not necessary to switch off the screen.  

You ____________________. 

A. have to switch off the screen  

B. mustn’t switch off the screen  

C. might switch off the screen  

D. don’t have to switch off the screen 

34. I asked someone to switch off my laptop.  

The correct causative form of the above sentence is ______________. 

A. I had switched off my laptop  

B. I had my laptop switched off  

C. I have had my laptop switched off  

D. I had had my laptop switched off 
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35. My friend _________ Ajloun .He is Jordanian. 

A. come from  

B. comes from  

C. came from  

D. is coming from  

36. I was writing an e-mail when my laptop _________ off. 

A. switched  

B. switches  

C. switch  

D. had switched 

37. I don’t like running as _______ I like swimming.  

A. much as 

B. more as 

C. many as 

D. most as 

38. There aren’t as _________  people in our city as your city. 

A. much  

B. many  

C. more  

D. most 

39. Is that man John? 

I wonder _____________ . 

A. is that man John 

B. if is that man John 

C. if that man is John  

D. if that is man John 
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40. People believe that he is talented.  

He ______________.  

A. was believed to be talented  

B. is believed to be talented  

C. is believed that he is talented 

D. was believed that he was talented  

41. History is not as interesting as Geography.  

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is: _____________. 

A. Geography is less interesting than History  

B. Geography is not more interesting than History  

C. Geography is more interesting as History  

D. Geography is more interesting than History 

42. Jordan needs to import a lot of oil. If only it ___________ larger oil reserves.  

A. have  

B. has  

C. had  

D. have had  

43. The Royal Jordanian plans ____________ its number of planes soon.  

A. expand  

B. expands  

C. expanding  

D. to expand  

44. Have you _________ travelled by a plane? 

A. so far  

B. ever  

C. never                                              D. yet  
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45. I retired when I was 60.  

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above  is:__________________ 

A. It was 60 where I retired in  

B. It is 60 that I retired in  

C. It is 60 whose I retired in  

D. It was 60 when I retired in  

46. The first ever Alia flight ________ in 1960CE. 

A. is  

B. have been  

C. were  

D. was  

47. Jerash is the _________ interesting place in Jordan.  

A. much  

B. many  

C. more  

D. most  

48. My parents had __________ secretively to celebrate my prom.  

A. act  

B. been acting  

C. acts 

D. acted  

49. If you get an interview for a job, you ____________ to show that you have good listening 

skills. 

A. need  

B. needs  

C. needed  

D. will need 
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50. The population around the world _____ since 1970CE. 

A. has increased 

B. has been increasing  

C. been increasing  

D. had been increasing  
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Q3.  

Everyone knows that the Internet connects people, but now it does more than that – it connects 

objects, too. These days, computers often communicate with each other; for example, your TV 

automatically downloads your favourite TV show, or your ‘sat nav’ system tells you where you are. 

This is known as the ‘Internet of Things’, and there’s a lot more to come. 

In just a few years’ time, experts say that billions of machines will be connected to each other and 

to the Internet. As a consequence, computers will increasingly run our lives for us. For example, 

your fridge will know when you need more milk and add it to your online shopping list; your windows 

will close if it is likely to rain; your watch will record your heart rate and email your doctor; and your 

sofa will tell you when you need to stand up and get some exercise! 

51. Quote the sentence which indicates that the number of computers will increase in which 

it will drive outlives.  

52. Your sofa will tell you something that will affect your health. What is it ? 

53. The “Sat Nav System ‘ will be important in our lives. Write down its importance. 
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Many people are excited about the ‘Internet of Things’. For them, a dream is coming true. They say 

that our lives will be easier and more comfortable. However, others are not so sure. They want to 

keep control of their own lives and their own things. In addition, they wonder what would happen if 

criminals managed to access their passwords and security settings. The dream could easily become 

a nightmare! 

54. Some people aren’t sure about the importance of internet of things. Write down the 

reason for it. 

55. What does the underlined pronoun (They ) refer to ? 

 

Ibn Rushd was a famous Islamic polymath who was born in Cordoba, Al-Andalus, in the twelfth 

century. During his lifetime, he was widely known and respected for his teaching and his books. 

Even now, nearly nine hundred years after his birth, he is still remembered as a great scholar, 

scientist and writer. In fact, he is even remembered in space because scientists named an asteroid 

(that’s a rock which orbits the sun) after him, in honor of his great contributions to astronomy. 

56. Ibn Rushd is still remembered in different fields. Write down three of these fields. 

57. What does the underlined pronoun (which ) refer to ?  
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 One of the many things which Ibn Bassal achieved was A Book of Agriculture. The book consisted 

of sixteen chapters which explain how best to grow trees, fruit and vegetables, as well as herbs 

and sweet-smelling flowers; perhaps the most famous chapter of all was the one that described how 

to treat different types of soil. Ibn Bassal also worked out how to irrigate the land by finding 

underground water and digging wells. He designed water pumps and irrigation systems. All of these 

things were passed on through his writing.  

The influence of Ibn Bassal’s book was enormous. As farmers down the generations followed his 

instructions and advice, the land became wonderfully fertile and produced more than enough food 

for the fast-growing population. The irrigation systems that he and his followers put in place are still 

in evidence in Spain. Although his name is not widely known, Ibn Bassal’s legacy to the world has 

been great. 

58. What does the underlined pronoun ( which ) refer to ? 

59. Find a word in the text which means ( heritage). 

60. The book of Ibn Bassal was enormous. Write down the result  for this.  

61. Ibn Bassal worked out to irrigate the land by different ways. Write down three of these 
ways. 
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It’s normal to feel a bit blue from time to time. However, studies show that negative emotions can 

harm the body. Anger can also have harmful effects on health. When you see red, your blood 

pressure is raised and you can suffer from headaches, sleep problems and digestive problems. 

However, what about positive feelings and attitudes. Until recently, scientists had not investigated 

whether there is a link between positive feelings and good health.  

62. Find a color idiom in the text which means ( feel sad ). 
63. The writer states many problems that happen to your health when you see red. Write 
them down.  
64. Quote the sentence which indicates that scientists didn’t find a relation between 
positivity and health.  
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Studio schools are pioneering schools which receive funding as well as support from private 

businesses, and which seek to encourage young people to undertake a less conventional form of 

secondary education. These schools often specialise in one specific area. Whilst u pecializeng 

that the same broad range of skills and qualifications should be made available to all young people. 

One such school has recently opened to educate fourteen- to eighteen-year-olds who have a 

special interest in working in the space industry. Students follow a tailor-made curriculum at the 

school; including subjects such as Astronomy and Astrophysics. Lessons are a mixture of small-

class tutorials, with projects supervised by leading companies in both the space and technology 

industries. Prominent scientists and engineers are brought in as guest lecturers. When students 

leave school, they will be well-placed to take any number of different career paths. ‘They don’t have 

to become astronauts!’ says a spokesperson for the school. ‘Excellent grades in science and 

technology subjects can open many doors and lead to a variety of career opportunities.                                                                                                                                 

65. According to the text, students have to achieve better grades in two fields so as to hold 

different career chances. Write down these two fields.  

66. The writer mentioned that lessons are given to students in two different ways.  What are 

these two ways? 

67. Write down the sentence which indicates that scientists are acting as if they were guests 

inside classrooms. 
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68. As well as exercising the brain, it is thought that learning a new language also presents the brain 

with unique challenges. These include recognizing different language systems and ways to 

communicate within these systems. These skills improve your chances of success in other problem-

solving tasks as well. It is said that students who study foreign languages do better, on the whole, 

in general tests in Maths, reading and vocabulary than students who have only mastered their 

mother tongue.  

The underlined pronoun (these) refers to ____________________ 

A. language systems    

B. unique challenges     

C. foreign languages       

D. general tests 

69. When you speak a foreign language, you are constantly weighing up subtle differences in 

meaning of a word or the way that an utterance is made. This process is then transferred 

subconsciously to other situations in which judgment is called for, and decisions have to be made. 

Finally, learning a foreign language can also improve your ability to use your mother tongue more 

effectively. 

The mother tongue is used ______________ when learning a foreign language.  

A. more effectively        

B. less effectively          

C. subconsciously       

D. bad   
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Answers 

1 A 11 C 21 C 31 D 41 D 

2 B 12 D 22 C 32 C 42 C 

3 D 13 C 23 D 33 D 43 D 

4 A 14 B 24 C 34 B 44 B 

5 B 15 C 25 D 35 B 45 D 

6 B 16 B 26 C 36 A 46 D 

7 D 17 B 27 D 37 A 47 D 

8 B 18 C 28 D 38 B 48 B 

9 C 19 B 29 B 39 C 49 D 

10 D 20 D 30 B 40 B 50 B 

 

51. As a consequence, computers will increasingly run our lives for us. 

52. your sofa will tell you when you need to stand up and get some exercise! 

53. your ‘sat nav’ system tells you where you are. 
54. They want to keep control of their own lives and their own things. 
55. Many people 
56. a great scholar, scientist ,  writer and Space. 
57. a rock 
58. sixteen chapters / the book 
59. legacy 
60. As farmers down the generations followed his instructions and advice, the land became 
wonderfully fertile and produced more than enough food for the fast-growing population. 
61. finding underground water and digging wells. He designed water pumps and irrigation systems. 
62. feel blue 
63. your blood pressure is raised and you can suffer from headaches, sleep problems and digestive 
problems 
64. Until recently, scientists had not investigated whether there is a link between positive feelings 
and good health. 
65. science and technology 
66. . Lessons are a mixture of small-class tutorials, with projects supervised by leading companies 
in both the space and technology industries. 
67. Prominent scientists and engineers are brought in as guest lecturers. 
68. B 
69. A.  

من المشركين"ومن اتبعني وسبحان هللا وما انا ى بصيرة انا ى هللا علقل هذه سبيلي ادعو ال  "  

The vision – Wael Mohammad Nsairat (WM). 

 


